David Walliams
THE MIDNIGHT GANG

THE OATH
I do solemnly swear, that I will always put the needs of my brothers and sisters in the gang over my own and keep the secrets of the Midnight Gang forever and a day.

OFFICIAL MEMBER OF
THE MIDNIGHT GANG

#THEMIDNIGHTGANG
WELCOME TO THE MIDNIGHT GANG!
Let everyone know you’re a member by colouring in your extremely official decoration.

#THEMIDNIGHTGANG
www.worldofdavidwalliams.com
Illustrations © Tony Ross, 2016. Lettering of author’s name © Quentin Blake, 2010.
EXTREMELY OFFICIAL INVITATION

JOIN THE MIDNIGHT GANG (AND ME!) ON THE ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME
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MAKE YOUR OWN MAGICAL MEMBERSHIP BADGES!
Share the midnight magic with your friends by giving them a badge once you’ve decorated and cut them out.
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CAN YOU FIND ALL THE WORDS?
They go up, down, sideways, diagonally and even backwards!

Hospital
Midnight
Gang
Sleep
Balloon
Star
Pyjamas
Matron
Lord Funt
TAKE TO THE SKIES!
Colouring pencils at the ready – it's time to decorate the London sky!
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TIME TO GET COMFY AND COLOURFUL!
The Midnight Gang love a great pair of pyjamas. Decorate the set below to show us what yours would look like.
MIDNIGHT FEAST MENU!
Show us what delicious treats would be on your table by cooking up a menu for your own midnight feast.
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HELP GEORGE FLY!
Are you ready for another adventure with The Midnight Gang?
Draw the missing balloons and help George fly like a superhero.
HANG OUT WITH THE MIDNIGHT GANG!
Who will you share the midnight magic with?
Draw your friends below.